Development of Left Occipitotemporal Systems for Skilled Reading in Children After a Phonologically-Based Intervention
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Background: A range of neurobiological investigations shows a failure of left hemisphere posterior brain systems to function properly during reading in children and adults with reading disabilities. Such evidence of a disruption in the normal reading pathways provides a neurobiological target for reading interventions. In this study, we hypothesized that the provision of an evidence-based, phonologically mediated reading intervention would improve reading fluency and the development of the fast-paced occipitotemporal systems serving skilled reading.

Methods: Functional magnetic resonance imaging was used to study the effects of a phonologically based reading intervention on brain organization and reading fluency in 77 children aged 6.1–9.4 years (49 with reading disability and 28 control subjects). Children comprised four experimental groups: experimental intervention (n = 37), community intervention (n = 12), and community control subjects (n = 28).

Results: Immediately after the year-long intervention, children taught with the experimental intervention had made significant gains in reading fluency and demonstrated increased activation in left hemisphere regions, including the inferior frontal gyrus and the middle temporal gyrus; 1 year after the experimental intervention had ended these children were activating bilateral inferior frontal gyri and left superior temporal and occipitotemporal regions.

Conclusions: These data indicate that the nature of the remedial educational intervention is critical to successful outcomes in children with reading disabilities and that the use of an evidence-based phonologic reading intervention facilitates the development of those fast-paced neural systems that underlie skilled reading.
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Reading disability (developmental dyslexia) is one of the most common neurobehavioral problems affecting children and adults. There is now a strong consensus that the central difficulty in reading disability reflects a deficit within the language system, and more particularly, in a lower-level component, phonology, which has to do with the ability to access the underlying sound structure of words (Shaywitz 1998; Wagner and Torgesen 1987). In young school-age children, a deficit in phonology represents the most reliable and specific correlate of reading disability (Fletcher et al 1994; Morris et al 1998). Such findings form the basis for the most successful and evidence-based interventions designed to improve reading (Report of the National Reading Panel 2000). According to recent findings (Torgesen et al 1999), provision of an evidence-based intervention at an early stage of reading instruction leads to the development of fluent reading ("the ability to read a text quickly, accurately and with proper expression" (Report of the National Reading Panel 2000), the hallmark of skilled reading.

A range of neurobiological investigations, using postmortem brain specimens (Galaburda et al 1985), brain morphometry (Filipek 1996), diffusion tensor magnetic resonance imaging (DTI) (Klingberg et al 2000), and functional brain imaging in reading-disabled readers (Brunswick et al 1999; Helenius et al 1999; Horwitz et al 1998; Paus et al 2001; Rumsey et al 1992, 1997; Salmelin et al 1996; Shaywitz et al 1998) shows a failure of left hemisphere posterior brain systems to function properly during reading. This neurobiological evidence of dysfunction in left hemisphere posterior reading circuits is already present in reading-disabled children and cannot be ascribed simply to a lifetime of poor reading (Sekii et al 2001; Shaywitz et al 2002; Simos et al 2000; Temple et al 2000).

Such evidence of a disruption in the normal reading pathways provides a neurobiological target for reading interventions. In this study, we hypothesized that the provision of an evidence-based, phonologically mediated reading intervention would improve reading fluency and the development of the fast-paced occipitotemporal systems serving skilled reading. We chose a letter identification task, because we wanted a task that was easy enough for very young disabled readers to perform with high accuracy—we did not want the issue of effort to be a factor in interpreting the results. A number of investigations (reviewed in Scarborough 1998) indicate that in young children, letter identification is the strongest predictor of reading ability. The experimental intervention was adapted from a model used previously in a prevention study with first-grade children (Blachman et al 2002).
1999) and adapted for the somewhat older children in this remedial study (Blachman et al 2003). The intervention was structured to help children gain phonologic knowledge (develop an awareness of the internal structure of spoken words) and, at the same time, develop their understanding of how the orthography represents the phonology. Children in the community intervention received a variety of interventions within the school setting.

**Methods and Materials**

**Subjects**

Seventy-seven right-handed children, aged 6.1–9.4 years, were recruited for three experimental groups: experimental intervention (EI, \( n = 37 \)), community intervention (CI, \( n = 12 \)), and community control subjects (CC, \( n = 28 \)). Children in the EI group were recruited from area schools in and around Syracuse, New York. Children in the CI and CC groups were recruited in the New Haven, Connecticut metropolitan region from a number of sources, including referrals from pediatricians, nurses, psychologists, educators, and family physicians, as well as through notices in parent-teacher association bulletins, public libraries, scouting groups, children’s toy stores, and community organizations.

Criteria for reading disability were met if a child had a standard score below 90 (below the 25th percentile) on either the Word Identification or the Word Attack subtest of the Woodcock reading achievement tests (Woodcock 1987; Woodcock and Johnson 1989) and on the average of both subtests. The Word subtest assesses an individual’s ability to read real words. The Word Attack subtest consists of nonsense words (pseudowords), and the subject is asked to pronounce the nonwords, which requires use of decoding and phonetic skills. A verbal intelligence quotient (IQ) of 80 or greater as measured on the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-Revised (Wechsler 1981) was required to participate in the study. To ensure good readers and no overlap between groups, a criterion for the CC group was reading above the 39th percentile. The primary outcome variable was reading fluency, as measured by the passage score on the Gray Oral Reading Test (GORT) (Wiederholt and Bryant 1992). The GORT is an oral reading test measuring rate, accuracy, fluency, and comprehension. The test contains short passages, with each story followed by five multiple-choice comprehension questions. Passages increase in difficulty and complexity as students progress through the test. Exclusion criteria consisted of the following: left-handedness, hearing loss, severe articulation problems, severe emotional disturbance, autism, mental retardation, brain injury, neurologic disorders (e.g., epilepsy), and having English as a second language. All subjects gave informed consent before entry into the study, which was approved by the Human Investigation Committee of the Yale University School of Medicine and, for the EI subjects, by the Institutional Review Board of Syracuse University. Specifically, a detailed explanation of the study was provided to each of the parents individually on two separate occasions, and an opportunity was provided to ask questions and express concerns. The parents then signed the consent forms if they wanted their child to participate in the program. The children, who ranged from 6 to 9 years of age, were then provided with an explanation of the entire process and an opportunity to ask questions by a member of the research staff. They were then asked verbally if they were willing to participate in the program or if they were concerned about any part of the process. A child who stated that he or she did not want to participate would have been excluded; however, all of the children gave verbal permission and were actually eager to participate.

**Community Intervention**

This group of children met criteria for reading disability and did not receive the intervention protocol. They received a variety of interventions commonly provided within the school setting, including remedial reading (83%), resource room (50%), special education (33%), modified classroom (33%), speech and language (42%), remedial supportive (17%), and tutoring (8%). Within the CI group, 83% (10 of 12) received more than one school intervention. Intervention frequency ranged from 1 day each week to 4 days each week and lasted between 15 and 50 minutes. Specifically, systematic, explicit phonologically based interventions comparable to the experimental intervention were not used in any of school programs that were provided to the community group.

**Experimental Intervention**

The experimental intervention (Blachman et al 2005) was delivered to children in their home schools in and around Syracuse, New York. Second- and third-grade poor readers were provided with 50 minutes of daily, individual tutoring that was explicit and systematic and focused on helping children understand the alphabetic principle (how letters and combinations of letters represent the small segments of speech known as phonemes). Knowledge of the alphabetic principle has been shown to lead to more accurate and fluent word recognition, skills that are critical to reading comprehension (Snow et al 1998). Consequently, our intervention provided daily opportunities to integrate word-level skill instruction with text-based reading to support fluency and comprehension. Each lesson was built around a five-step plan that included 1) a review of sound-symbol associations (e.g., giving the name, sound, and key word for each letter, as in “a says /a/ as in apple”); 2) practice in phoneme analysis and blending by manipulating letter cards or scrabble tiles to make new words (e.g., changing sat to sap to sip to slip); 3) timed reading of previously learned words to develop fluency; 4) oral reading of stories; and 5) dictation of words with phonetically regular spelling-sound patterns (e.g., chap, spin). In this last step, children were encouraged to stretch out the word (say it slowly) before spelling it, to emphasize the phonologic and orthographic connections. In the final few minutes of the lesson, tutors could add extended activities, such as additional text reading, writing, or games to reinforce skills. Children developed accuracy and fluency by learning the six basic syllable patterns in English (e.g., closed syllables, as in hat and flag; final “e” syllables, as in lake and slide; open syllables, as in he and he in silent; vowel team syllables, as in train and spoil; vowel + r syllables as in car and perch; consonant + l syllables, as in tumble and needle). As children became more proficient, they progressed from reading single-syllable words to reading multisyllable words made up of the previously learned syllable types (e.g., perplex, Valentine). Children practiced reading both decodable books (books that include a high percentage of words with phonetically regular spelling-sound patterns) and trade books that do not emphasize phonetically regular text (e.g., traditional stories that appeal to children of this age, such as the *Arthur* series by Marc Brown). As reading proficiency increased, the amount of time spent reading phonetically controlled text decreased, and a wider variety of both narrative and expository texts were introduced to increase fluency, comprehension, and a sense of enjoyment.

Children received 8 months of intervention between the pretests administered in late September and the posttests in late May. They continued to receive regular classroom reading instruction, but during the experimental treatment year they did not receive any other remedial reading assistance at school. That
is, the experimental intervention described above replaced any out-of-classroom remedial reading that the school might have otherwise provided by either a reading specialist or special-education teacher. Children participated, on average, in 105 hours of tutoring (range 86–115 hours). Tutoring was provided by 12 certified teachers, who participated in an extensive training program at Syracuse University. To monitor treatment fidelity, each child was observed an average of nine times during the year, and tutors audiorecorded one lesson per week per child. Two independent raters listened to two tapes per child (one from a 3-week period in the fall and one from a 3-week period in the spring) and indicated that 90% of the lessons included all required steps. There was 100% interrater agreement.

**Procedure**

Children in all groups were imaged before and immediately after intervention. We planned to image all participants a third time, 1 year after the intervention was complete. We were able to image 25 of the children in the EI group for this third functional (f)MRI. Only two children in the CG group and two children in the CI group returned for the third fMRI; data are shown for the EI group for this third year.

**Functional Imaging Tasks**

We used fMRI to examine brain activation patterns while the subjects engaged in a cross-modal letter-identification task. This task was different from the Woodcock-Johnson letter-word identification task, in which subjects simply identify a letter or a word. In contrast, the imaging task involved forced-choice letter identification, in which subjects simply identify a letter or a word.

**Behavioral Results**

Demographic characteristics, IQ data for preintervention, and reading scores for preintervention, immediate postintervention, and 1 year postintervention are shown in Table 1. The primary outcome variable was reading fluency as measured by the GORT (Wiederholt and Bryant 1992) passage score, a combination of accuracy and rate. Groups were similar in age [F(2,74) = 5.9, p > .05] but differed in mother’s education, a frequently used measure of socioeconomic status [F(2,74) = 4.58, p < .013]. Pairwise comparisons revealed that the mother’s education level in the CC group was significantly higher than in the EI group (Bonferroni-corrected p = .012). Analyses of preintervention data indicated that, not surprisingly, the CC group demonstrated significantly higher scores than either reading-disabled group (EI or CI) in verbal IQ (Wechsler 1974) [F(2,74) = 49.45, p < .001] and in word (Word ID) and pseudoword (Word Attack) reading (Woodcock and Johnson 1989) [Word ID: F(2,74) = 154.06, p < .001; Word Attack: F(2,74) = 144.83, p < .001]. Similar differences at preintervention were noted on the GORT measures: accuracy [F(2,70) = 78.80, p < .001]; rate [F(2,70) = 117.22, p < .001]; comprehension [F(2,700 = 43.10, p < .001]; and passage [F(2,70) = 108.71, p < .001]. There were no significant differences between EI and the CI groups for any IQ or reading scores at preintervention. Analyses of postintervention data indicated that an ANOVA of the gain in GORT passage scores for the three groups was statistically significant [F(2,69) = 6.34, p = .003]. Pairwise comparisons revealed that the gain by the EI group was significantly greater than that of the CI group (Bonferroni-corrected p = .005). The two other comparisons (CC/EI; CC/CI) were not statistically significant. In-magnet accuracy (percent images were obtained at the same relative slice location in each subject, extending from the inferior aspect of the temporal lobes to the parietal convexity. Activation images were collected with single shot, gradient echo, echo planar acquisitions (flip angle, 60°; echo time, 60 msec; repetition time, 2000 msec; field of view, 40 × 20 cm; 8-mm slice thickness, 0-mm gap; matrix size, 128 × 64; single excitation) in the same slice locations used for anatomic images. In each of the imaging runs, 66 images per slice location were collected after starting with four preparatory radiofrequency pulses to equilibrate the magnetization.

**Functional Imaging Data Analysis**

Data analysis was performed with software written in MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts). Before statistical analysis, the images from each run were motion corrected for three translation directions and for the three possible rotations (Friston et al 1996). Six images at each slice location in a run were discarded to account for variation in signal intensity that occurred from the hemodynamic changes in response to a task transition. The remaining images (60 images per slice location per run) were spatially filtered with a Gaussian filter with a full-width half-maximum value of 6.25 mm. With t statistics corrected for linear drift (Skudlarski et al 1999), a t value for each voxel in individual subjects was obtained by comparing images from the activation task with the images from the baseline task. These t test comparisons were used to create activation maps that compared activation and baseline for each subject. Both the activation maps and the anatomic images from individual subjects were transformed by in-plane transformation and slice interpolation into a normalized three-dimensional grid defined by Talairach and Tournoux (1988).

**Results**

**Behavioral Results**

Demographic characteristics, IQ data for preintervention, and reading scores for preintervention, immediate postintervention, and 1 year postintervention are shown in Table 1. The primary outcome variable was reading fluency as measured by the GORT (Wiederholt and Bryant 1992) passage score, a combination of accuracy and rate. Groups were similar in age [F(2,74) = 5.9, p > .05] but differed in mother’s education, a frequently used measure of socioeconomic status [F(2,74) = 4.58, p < .013]. Pairwise comparisons revealed that the mother’s education level in the CC group was significantly higher than in the EI group (Bonferroni-corrected p = .012). Analyses of preintervention data indicated that, not surprisingly, the CC group demonstrated significantly higher scores than either reading-disabled group (EI or CI) in verbal IQ (Wechsler 1974) [F(2,74) = 49.45, p < .001] and in word (Word ID) and pseudoword (Word Attack) reading (Woodcock and Johnson 1989) [Word ID: F(2,74) = 154.06, p < .001; Word Attack: F(2,74) = 144.83, p < .001]. Similar differences at preintervention were noted on the GORT measures: accuracy [F(2,70) = 78.80, p < .001]; rate [F(2,70) = 117.22, p < .001]; comprehension [F(2,700 = 43.10, p < .001]; and passage [F(2,70) = 108.71, p < .001]. There were no significant differences between EI and the CI groups for any IQ or reading scores at preintervention. Analyses of postintervention data indicated that an ANOVA of the gain in GORT passage scores for the three groups was statistically significant [F(2,69) = 6.34, p = .003]. Pairwise comparisons revealed that the gain by the EI group was significantly greater than that of the CI group (Bonferroni-corrected p = .005). The two other comparisons (CC/EI; CC/CI) were not statistically significant. In-magnet accuracy (percent
correct) and reaction time was obtained on the letter-matching task used in the imaging. Neither accuracy nor reaction time differed between groups. Blachman et al (2003) discuss the behavioral outcomes on a broader range of issues.

fMRI Results

The activation maps from individual subjects were used as a derived measure of task-related activity. The maps were combined by averaging the mean t values of a voxel across subjects within each of the three groups. In this way, composite activation maps were obtained that compared activation—baseline for each group, preintervention, and immediately postintervention. The second stage of the analysis involved comparing postintervention to preintervention. To avoid the need to assume a specific distribution and variance of the data, a randomization procedure was used to estimate p values of the group composite maps (Manly 1997). To randomize, the sign of the activation measure for each voxel, which is the mean t value, was reversed in randomly generated subsets of subjects. The activation measure was then recalculated. This procedure was repeated 1000 times, generating a distribution of the activation measure. The proportion of times that the observed activation measure was more extreme than a randomized value represents a p value. It is the proportion of times we would expect to obtain a mean activation as large as or larger than the one obtained if the null hypothesis (no difference between tasks) were true. The p value at each voxel (p < .05) was then overlaid on the mean anatomic image for display.

Differences between the immediate postintervention and the preintervention fMRI data are shown in Figure 1. Results are shown as the statistical comparison between groups for the change between preintervention and immediately postintervention. Compared with CI, both CC (Figure 1, middle column), and EI (Figure 1, right column) subjects demonstrated increased activation in left hemisphere regions, including the inferior frontal gyrus and the posterior aspect of the middle temporal gyrus. The results for the CC and EI groups are very similar (Figure 1, left column) except for an increase in activation in the caudate nucleus. This finding suggests that both the CC and EI groups developed reading systems from pre- to immediately postintervention to the same degree, except for the findings in the caudate. At this time we do not have an explanation for this finding. One year after the experimental intervention had ended...
The thresholded voxel-based activation maps in Figures 1 and 2 are presented for the purpose of display of the spatial distribution of these differences. The voxelwise threshold ($p < .05$) on these maps takes into account all of the processing steps involved in terms of smoothing, registration, interpolation, and cluster filtering. Applying these processing steps to simulated white noise distributions produced no activations through 10,000 iterations. This suggests that the results shown are unaffected by the multiple comparison problem. To validate the significance of the effect, we defined regions of interest anatomically, focusing on regions (Talairach coordinates for centers of mass) in the inferior frontal gyrus (49, 11, 12), parietotemporal region (51, −28, 12), and occipitotemporal region (52, −45, −4), which previous studies indicate are critical for reading (Shaywitz et al 2002). Within these regions, the sum of the percent signal change in the activated voxels was used as a measure of activation. For each of the three anatomically defined regions, the activation was found to be significantly ($p < .01$) greater in year 2 compared with year 1, and significantly greater ($p < .001$) between year 3 and year 1. For these three regions of interest, group differences between year 2 and year 1 were significant in the left inferior frontal gyrus region for CC versus CI ($p = .007$) and EI versus CI ($p = .04$), and in the occipitotemporal region for EI versus CI ($p = .02$). This corroborates the significant differences observed between the groups in the voxel-based maps shown in the figures.

**Discussion**

These findings indicate that the nature of the remedial educational intervention is critical to successful outcomes in children with reading disabilities and that the use of an evidence-based phonologic reading intervention facilitates the development of those fast-paced neural systems that underlie skilled reading. In this study, a phonologically based reading intervention leads to the development of neural systems both in anterior (inferior frontal gyrus) and posterior (occipital temporal gyrus) reading systems. Converging evidence from a number of lines of investigation indicates that a portion of the posterior reading systems, the occipitotemporal area, is critical for the development of skilled reading and functions as an automatic, instant word recognition system, the visual word form area (Cohen et al 2000, 2002; Dehaene et al 2002). In this region, brain activation increases as reading skill increases (Shaywitz et al 2002); this region responds preferentially to rapidly presented stimuli (Price et al 1996), responds within 150 msec after presentation of a stimulus (Salmelin et al 1996), and is engaged even when the word has not been consciously perceived (Dehaene et al 2001). It is this occipitotemporal region that continued to develop 1 year after the intervention had ended (Figure 2). In addition to the changes in posterior brain regions, both the CC and EI groups showed changes in anterior activation. Such findings are consonant with reports that anterior brain systems, especially involving regions around the inferior frontal gyrus, have been implicated in reading both in individuals with brain lesions (Benson 1977) as well as in functional brain imaging studies (Brunswick et al 1999; Corina et al 2001; Georgiewa et al 1999; Gross-Glenn et al 1991; Paulesu et al 1996; Rumsey et al 1997; Shaywitz et al 1998). In addition, as shown in Figure 2, in the EI group, two regions were

---

(Figure 2), compared with their preintervention images, EI subjects were activating bilateral inferior frontal gyri, left superior temporal sulcus, the occipital temporal region involving the posterior aspects of the middle and inferior temporal gyri and the anterior aspect of the middle occipital gyrus, the inferior occipital gyrus, and the lingual gyrus.

The figures show the composite contrast maps demonstrating the interaction of study group and intervention on brain activation patterns. Red-yellow indicates the differences in brain activation between year 1 and year 2 that were more active ($p = .05$) in the first group compared with the second; blue-purple indicates the differences in brain activation between year 1 and year 2 that were more active ($p = .05$) in the second group compared with the first. For example, the left column (community control group [CC] vs. experimental intervention group [EI]) indicates how the brain activation differences in year 1 and year 2 that were more active ($p = .05$) in the second group compared with the first. The slice locations are $x = 12$ and $y = −4$ in Talairach space. Brain regions (Talairach $x, y, z$ coordinates in parentheses) involved in terms of smoothing, registration, interpolation, and cluster filtering. Applying these processing steps to simulated white noise distributions produced no activations through 10,000 iterations. This suggests that the results shown are unaffected by the multiple comparison problem. To validate the significance of the effect, we defined regions of interest anatomically, focusing on regions (Talairach coordinates for centers of mass) in the inferior frontal gyrus (49, 11, 12), parietotemporal region (51, −28, 12), and occipitotemporal region (52, −45, −4), which previous studies indicate are critical for reading (Shaywitz et al 2002). Within these regions, the sum of the percent signal change in the activated voxels was used as a measure of activation. For each of the three anatomically defined regions, the activation was found to be significantly ($p < .01$) greater in year 2 compared with year 1, and significantly greater ($p < .001$) between year 3 and year 1. For these three regions of interest, group differences between year 2 and year 1 were significant in the inferior frontal gyrus region for CC versus CI ($p = .007$) and EI versus CI ($p = .04$), and in the occipitotemporal region for EI versus CI ($p = .02$). This corroborates the significant differences observed between the groups in the voxel-based maps shown in the figures.
more active preintervention than 1 year after the experimental intervention had ended: the right middle temporal gyrus and the caudate nucleus on the right. Such findings suggest that these two right-sided systems might be used initially to compensate for the disruption in left-sided posterior systems. With application of an evidence-based reading intervention and development of left hemisphere systems for reading, the right-sided compensatory systems were no longer necessary.

This is the first imaging study of a reading intervention in either children or adults that reports its effects on reading fluency, a critical but often neglected reading skill (Report of the National Reading Panel 2000). It is also the largest imaging study of a reading intervention and the first report of the effects of a reading intervention on fMRI in children that examined not only reading-disabled children who received an experimental reading intervention but also reading-disabled children who did not receive such an intervention. Previous studies on the effects of a reading intervention on neural systems in reading disability were informative but limited to smaller studies in adults, magnetoencephalography and magnetic resonance spectroscopy in children, and an fMRI study in only reading-disabled children without a nonexperimental comparison group. Two studies from the same investigative group have used fMRI to examine the effects of a commercial reading program (Fast Forword), first on adults and then in children with dyslexia. The first study examined three adults with dyslexia who received Fast Forword training during a task requiring that subjects respond to a high-pitched stimulus. After 35 training days, two of the three subjects demonstrated greater activation in the left prefrontal cortex after training compared with before training, and these two adults also showed improvement on both rapid auditory processing and auditory language comprehension after training; the one adult who did not show a change in fMRI after training failed to show behavioral changes (Temple et al 2000). In a more recent study, immediate short-term improvement in reading accuracy and brain activation changes were observed in 20 children with dyslexia, changes that included the areas observed in our study, as well as in right hemisphere and cingulate cortex (Temple et al 2003). Richards et al (2000) used proton MR spectroscopy to measure brain lactate concentrations at two time points, 1 year apart, in eight dyslexic and seven control boys before and after 5 weeks of a phonologically based reading intervention. Before treatment, dyslexic boys demonstrated increased lactate concentration (compared with control subjects) in the left anterior quadrant during a phonologic task. After treatment, brain lactate concentrations were no different in the dyslexic and control boys, and reading improved after treatment. More recently, this same group reported fMRI changes in areas similar to those reported here, after 28 hours of an intensive phonologic and morphologic reading intervention (Ayward et al 2003).

Simos et al (2002) used magnetoencephalography in eight children with dyslexia and eight control subjects before and after 8 weeks of a phonologically based reading intervention. Before intervention, the dyslexic readers demonstrated little or no activation of the posterior portion of the superior temporal gyrus. After intervention reading improved and activation increased in the left superior temporal gyrus.

Findings here with a reading intervention suggest plasticity of the neural systems for reading in children and parallel those observed after a variety of therapies in individuals with stroke (Carey et al 2002) and after surgical removal of a hemisphere in a child with Rasmussen’s syndrome (Hertz-Pannier et al 2002). It is reasonable to suppose that these differences in plasticity reflect Gilbert’s view (Gilbert et al 2001) that the “ability of a given brain structure to participate in alteration of topography depends on a preexisting framework of connections,” and this framework changes with maturation. For example, as children mature, brain activation for “local” in contrast to “global” processing becomes more lateralized (Moses et al 2002). Importantly, the effects of the experimental intervention on the activation of the occipitotemporal word form area shown to be critical for skilled reading in children (Shaywitz et al 2002) are similar to the co-occurrence of visuospatial proficiency and cortical specialization reported in adults. Thus, Gauthier and associates (Gauthier 2000; Gauthier et al 2000) have demonstrated a progressive increase of activation of the right hemisphere fusiform face area and right lateral occipital cortex with increasing proficiency in identifying novel face-like stimuli they called “Greebles.” The current findings suggest that, as with recognition of Greebles, an intervention that improved proficiency in reading was the most important element in functional organization of the neural systems for reading. Such findings have important implications for understanding the effect on neural systems of phonologically based reading programs for young children that have been shown to be effective in the educational equivalent of clinical trials (Report of the National Reading Panel 2000).

A strength of the current report is that in addition to a community control group we also compared the experimental intervention to a community intervention in an effort to minimize the confounding effects of improvement in performance over time or as a result of practice. Another strength relates to the 1-year postintervention follow-up, a time considered critical by Torgesen et al (2001) in studies of the effects of reading interventions on reading outcome. To examine this effect, children in the EI group were studied 1 year after the intervention had ended to determine whether the effects observed immediately after the intervention had ended were lasting. The design intended to study children in the CC and CI group on a third occasion also. A limitation of this report is that in contrast to the parents of the children in the EI group, who were enthusiastic about their children’s progress in reading, parents of children in the CC and CI groups were reluctant to return with their children for a third fMRI. Thus, for this third time period, we were not able to compare children in the EI group to those in the CI or CC groups. We suggest that future studies of this kind compare two experimental reading interventions rather than the experimental and community intervention used here. We believe that the smaller number of children in the CI group compared with the EI group reflect a problem inherent in such studies: parents of struggling readers are reluctant to have their children participate in a study unless their children are offered the possibility of receiving effective reading interventions. We think that when parents and children feel that they are receiving an effective treatment, they will be more motivated to enroll in and continue to participate in such a study.

In summary, these data demonstrate that an intensive evidence-based (phonologic) reading intervention brings about significant and durable changes in brain organization, so that brain activation patterns resemble those of typical readers, with the appearance of the left occipitotemporal area and improvement in reading fluency. These data have important implications for public policy regarding teaching children to read: the provision of an evidence-based reading intervention at an early age improves reading fluency and facilitates the development of those neural systems that underlie skilled reading.
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